Abstract
Introduction
Positioning is a basic task in robotics, where the applied controller aims to drive the robot into a desired position. Industrial robotic applications often demand for high accuracy, strict repeatability and at the same time, fast operation. Modern robots are equipped with digital motion controllers. The performance of these with respect to the above requirements are limited by the sampled data nature 1 of the applied digital control. For example, the positioning accuracy of a PD controller can be improved by the proportional control gain [1] , but at the same time the system becomes less robust to parameter variations and might get unstable for large gain values [2] . The effect of sampling have been investigated in the literature in detail [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Reference [2] introduces tools and design methods for digitally controlled robots, [3] [4] [5] focus on the analytical investigation of the dynamics of digital force control and [6] presents also experiments that show how sampling and quantization can cause performance limitations. In these studies the effect of Coulomb friction is considered as a stabilizing effect and it is neglected. This provides sufficffient conservativism in many cases in the control design, but cannot be applied when dry friction is the dominant or the only source of physical dissipation.
It is possible to derive an equivalent viscous damping to represent Coulomb friction by using the method of describing function analysis [7, 8] . To simplify the analysis and reduce computational costs, it is usual to model the dissipative forces due to the actuators, the motion transmission elements and bearings as viscous damping [9] . Structural damping is often considered in the form of modal damping. This type of viscous damping often captures well the combined effect of different dissipation mechanisms, and as it will be shown later in the paper, it can also be successfully applied to model friction effects in digitally controlled systems. However, in certain parameter ranges viscous damping alone cannot explain the experimentally observed decaying of vibrations.
Coulomb friction is shown to be stabilizing small, micro-chaotic motions caused by digital control [10] [11] [12] . Other work that analysed the possibly chaotic motion of systems with dry friction include [13] [14] [15] [16] . By modelling the actual contact interfaces friction models get complicated. Such models are often used in feed forward friction compensation of robots [9, [17] [18] [19] assuming continuous time control. Still how the friction effects influence the stability of digital position control is not well understood, and left without discussion in the specialist literature.
In this paper we present a detailed analysis how Coulomb friction is influencing the stability properties of systems subjected to digital position control. This is illustrated by the example of a digitally controlled pendulum. First a mechanical model is developed in Section 2 which includes the non-linear effect of velocity reversals, and considers the temporal discretization due to sampling. Then, a detailed simulation study is conducted in Section 3 and the results are compared with the analytical results obtained for the undamped/frictionless case. The results are verified by experiments in Section 4, and Section 5 summarizes and concludes the paper.
Mechanical model 2.1 Piecewise continuous model
To illustrate the effect of Coulomb friction in digital position control we consider a single link, pendulum-like, direct drive robot (Fig. 4) operating around its stable equilibrium position. It is further assumed that only a simple proportional (P) controller is applied where the continuous time control input is realized by a zero-order-hold and has a unit delay. With these considerations the governing equation of motion of the system can be written as
where I denotes the mass moment of inertia with respect to the pivot joint, k t is the effective torsional stiffness due to gravity and C is the magnitude of the dry friction torque. In addition, k p is the proportional gain, Δt is the sampling time, t j denotes the j-th sampling instant and φ(t j−1 ) is the sampled and delayed control input.
Discrete switched model
In order to obtain a discrete time model for the stability analysis in a compact form we introduce the dimensionless time T = ω n t with ω n = k I t denoting the natural angular frequency of the uncontrolled system. With this the dimensionless sampling instants become T j = jΔT = jω n Δt, and based on Eq. (1) we can obtain
, ,
In addition, symbol prime denotes differentiation with respect to the dimensionless time, i.e.
By assuming that the direction of motion does not change the piecewise linear equation of motion Eq. 
These mappings can form the basis of further numerical stability analysis, where the intersample velocity reversals has to be taken also into consideration. When the sampling time is sufficiently small compared to the period of oscillation of the system, however, Eq. (3) can directly be used for approximate discrete time simulation.
Beside the physical properties, the simulated dynamic behaviour depend on two control parameters: the dimensionless proportional gain p and the dimensionless sampling time ΔT. For the appropriate choice of them, the stable domain of the operation has to be determined.
Stability analysis 3.1 Stability neglecting friction
First we investigate the case when Coulomb friction is neglected. The corresponding result can serve as a reference to examine the effect of friction on system stability. In this case Eq. (3) becomes z j+1 = Az j . Using this linear map, the time series of the dimensionless discrete state variables can be determined for any initial condition. These states form a multi-dimensional geometric series [2] , therefore the system is asymptotically stable if and only if, the spectral radius of the state transition matrix, ρ(A), is less then unity. For the eigenvalues of A this is equivalent to the condition |μ i | < 1, i = 1, 2, 3 [20] .
We note that this condition can further be analysed by using the Moebius transformation μ = (η + 1) ⁄ (η − 1), and applying the Routh-Hurwitz stability criteria. With this the stability boundaries can be obtained in closed form as it is explained in [2] . The stable domain of control parameters is illustrated
in the plane of frequency ratio f n ⁄ f s and dimensionless proportional gain p in Fig. 1 , where f n = ω n ⁄ 2π and f s = 1 ⁄ Δt are the natural and sampling frequencies of the system respectively. The solid black contour represents the stability boundary, where the spectral radius ρ(A) = 1, and the grey hatched area is the stable domain of the control parameters.
As for the pendulum gravity creates a constant effective stiffness, the position control problem investigated above can also be interpreted as a special force control with zero desired force and proportional feedback
, where  k p is the dimensionless force feedback gain. Based on this, it can be shown that the stability chart in Fig. 1 is the same as the one presented in our previous work [4, 5] . For further details on stability properties the reader is referred to this publication.
It has to be also mentioned, that the presented stability chart in Fig. 1 is periodic in the frequency ratio with periodicity 1, and it is not necessary to have small sampling times to achieve stable position control. However, there are practical limitations. According to Shannon's sampling theorem the frequency ratio f n ⁄ f s should be less than 1/2, where f N = f s ⁄ 2 is the Nyquist frequency [22] and f n ≤ f N is required. When this is not satisfied, aliasing (frequency folding) may occur. This phenomenon does not influence the stability of the system, but typically leads to "noisy" system responses with superimposed high-frequency oscillations.
Stability with friction
When friction is not neglected Eq. (3) forms a switched, non-homogeneous discrete mapping, where velocity reversals can also occur between two sampling instants. Therefore the same analysis as in Section 3.1 cannot be used. For specific system parameters where the dominant vibration period 2 is an integer multiple of the sampling time it might still be possible to create a homogeneous mapping that can further be investigated to check system stability. In general, however, it is not possible, and here we will use numeric simulation to show the effect of Coulomb friction. The analytical approach outlined above is left for future work. For the practically important frequency ratios, the results of our simulation study are collected in Fig. 2 . Here the thin black lines give the contour of the stable domain, and the dashed black lines are associated with different spectral radii in the domain which would be unstable without friction. The solid blue line represents the stability boundary when viscous damping is considered with a realistic damping ratio. The green and red bullets show the stable and unstable simulations, respectively, where the stability of certain special solutions (sticking states) were determined based on the detection of decreasing/increasing amplitudes of the simulated vibrations. In addition, the empty red and green circles labelled with letters show the simulation parameters whose time histories are also presented in Fig. 3 . These results were obtained by using the 4-th order Runge-Kutta scheme for the integration with fixed time-step h = Δt ⁄ 100 and considering the initial conditions φ(0) = 0.2325 rad and  ϕ( ) 0 0 = rad s. The mechanical and control parameters used in these simulations are collected in Table 1 and 2 and the model of the investigated pendulum system is described in detail later in Section 4.2).
During simulation we observed that friction did not influence the saddle-node type stability boundaries. The stable domain was expanded along the boundaries where the system were originally losing its stability with vibrations, and the previously stable domains (see Fig. 1 ) remain stable. Figure 2 shows that small friction can stabilize the system with control parameters selected from the lower region, f n ⁄ f s ≤ 1/2 and 0 > k p > −k t , of the stability chart. At small sampling times the same amount of friction drastically increase stability and makes it possible to select large gain values in positioning. For larger sampling times (e.g., 0.1 < Δt < 0.35) the effect of friction on the upper stability boundary is less apparent, it mainly contributes to the robustness of the P controller designed without considering friction. In many cases, only viscous damping is used to model dissipation and Coulomb friction is neglected. To compare the effect of viscous damping with the above results, a small damping ratio ζ = 0.03 was considered in the model which neglects friction. The damping ratio was chosen to approximate the simulation results with friction. In Figure 2 it can be seen, that in the upper part of the stability chart the stability boundaries corresponding to the different dissipation models are in good agreement. But in the lower region of the stability chart we can observe a major difference. Here the system is mostly unstable with viscous damping, while Coulomb friction stabilizes all the possible vibrations. Reference [21] presents experimental results that validate our simulations corresponding to higher k p values, but no results are provided for negative k p values. It is probable that instabilities could not be experimentally measured in that region due to the effect of dry friction.
We also note that, the equivalent viscous damping obtained by describing function analysis [8] depend on the initial conditions. When this is not taken into account during experiments, measurement results might become inconsistent as they might belong to different effective viscous damping values.
The typical dynamic behaviours of position controlled mechanical systems with Coulomb friction is summarized in Fig. 3 , where the time-histories corresponding to parameter settings A, B, C and D defined in Fig. 2 and Table 1 are plotted. Panel A shows the time-history of a simulation which would be stable without friction. In this case, the physical dissipation due to friction makes the transient shorter, but a larger positioning error is expected. The vibrations shown in panel B correspond to the uncontrolled system. The control parameters are chosen from the Neimark-Sacker type stability boundary, where following the initial linear decaying of the vibration amplitudes, sustained oscillations develop. The results presented in panel C are very typical to mechanical systems with dry friction and often observed in experiments. Here the dissipation effect of Coulomb friction counteracts the destabilizing effects of sampling and special vibrations can be observed with a concave envelope. The presence of this type of vibrations is a clear indication to that the dissipation mechanism is dominated by Coulomb friction. When the proportional gain is increased too much in order to reduce the positioning error, instability might occur. This is illustrated in panel D.
Experimental validation 4.1 Experimental setup
The investigated experimental setup is a brushed DC motor (Maxon A-max 32, 236670) driven pendulum using a selfdeveloped control board (see Fig. 4 ). This consists of a low-level controller using a PIC (24FJ128GA010) microcontroller which communicates with a Simulink Real-Time Workshop based high-level controller via RS-232 communication protocol. The pendulum is connected directly to the brushed DC motor shaft.
The microcontroller processes the measured data from the encoder of the DC motor, and transmits the calculated angle to the PC. The Simulink model calculates the required control torque, and transmits it in the form of a PWM signal to an H-bridge through the microcontroller. 
Model of experimental setup
As the magnitude of the mechanical time constant is two times greater than the magnitude of electric time constant of the used DC motor, the inductance of the motor can be neglected. With this assumptions the equation of motion of a DC motor is
where u in is the input voltage, R denotes the terminal resistance, k m is the motor torque constant, J r is the mass moment of inertia of the rotor. In addition φ,  ϕ and  ϕ are the angular position, velocity and acceleration of the DC motor shaft, respectively, τ f denotes the friction torque and τ l is the external load.
During the experiments the pendulum was commanded to maintain its vertical, hanging-down equilibrium position. Considering also its direct drive actuation the load is
, where J p is the mass moment of inertia of the pendulum about the motor shaft, k t is the torsional stiffness due to gravity, and φ is measured from the equilibrium.
The friction torque can be determined as τ ϕ Plugging the load τ l into Eq. (4) the equation of motion of the experimental system can be given in the form
where the input torque
is the effective torsional viscous damping due to the motor back EMF and J = J r + J p is the effective mass moment of inertia. The system parameters are collected in Table 2 .
We note that the effect of Coulomb friction was dominant over viscous damping in our experiments. The uncontrolled system clearly has a linear vibration envelope even when the amplifier was connected, but τ in was set to zero.
The unit delay considered previously in Eq.
(1) models the fact that the Simulink model transmits the output force first, and processes the received input later in the same control cycle. With this the input torque can be expressed as
where U 0 is the nominal voltage of the DC motor, ϕ denotes the angular position in encoder counts, and r m is the maximum duty cycle resulting from the applied PWM frequency and the efficiency of the H-bridge.
Effect of Coulomb friction
In this section we present experimental results that validate the simulation corresponding to point C in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . At this point the results show a concave vibration envelope which is characteristic to digitally controlled systems with friction.
The measured and simulated time history are shown together in Fig. 5 . The experimental results are shown in blue, the solid black line corresponds to the simulation with discrete mapping in Eq. (3) by disregarding the inter-sample velocity reversals, and the red curve was obtained with the continuous time model in Eq. (1) . All the results are in good agreement with the experiments and all of them have concave vibration envelopes. The larger errors in the amplitudes in the negative direction are due to the asymmetric friction properties of the experimental device. This is not included in the model and can be seen as a possibility for future improvements.
Conclusion
In this study the effect of Coulomb friction on the dynamics of digitally controlled mechanical systems was investigated through the analysis of the effective model of the experimental setup of a digitally controlled pendulum. It was shown where Coulomb friction stabilizes the otherwise unstable motion, the damped vibrations have a concave envelope. This is characteristic to digitally controlled systems with dry friction.
The effect of friction on system stability was also analysed in an extensive set of simulations and the results were presented on the stability chart obtained analytically for different models. Compared with modal (or effective viscous) damping dry friction has a similar stabilization effect for positive gain values, but a significant difference was observed for negative k p values. In this region dry friction completely stabilizes the system, while viscous damping gives only slight stability improvements. The presented stability results and the simulation based dynamic analysis are verified by experiments. 
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The friction torque can depend on the contact force in general, and therefore will slightly vary as the pendulum rotates with different speeds.
